GRAND CHAPTER

Grand Chapter is an annual tradition that brings together the entire GW Fraternity and Sorority life community!

HEALTH HUT

NOV. 2

NOV. 7-11

GW LATE NIGHT: GAME NIGHT - NOV. 10

FIRST FRIDAY DINNER - NOV. 11

5:30-7PM

NATIONAL FIRST GEN WEEK!

NOV. 12

GWXDC: INTERNATIONAL SPY MUSEUM TOUR

NOV. 12

GWXDC: NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC MUSEUM

NOV. 18

GWXDC: UNITED STATES CAPITOL TOUR

NOV. 19

GWXDC: PLANET WORLD

DISTRICT CONNECTIONS

NOV. 23 - NOV. 26

HOLIDAY BREAK

For event details and registration, visit: STUDENTLIFE.GWU.EDU/EVENTS